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CONGRESSIONAL TRAVEL TO THE SOVIET UNION: LET OUR PEOPLE GO

Although the Federation was founded by atomic Members of Congress, and others, who can arrange
scientists and has pursued arms control indefatigably suitable seminars for political leaders here, and there.
for a third of a century, we well recognize that human Some foundations might give fellowships to fund the
factors are as much at the bottom of the superpower travel of the legislators—some of whom fear to travel
arms race as technological ones. And as the essay pro. on the public dole.
vialed below indicates, there is nothing so human, and so Groups of all kinds can help pressure their Con-
absurd, as the failure of the U.S. and Soviet political gressmen or Senators to make this trip. It is now
Ieaderahips to visit the country that opposes them. presumed that such trips will be called junkets. What we

We have raised this issue twice before, at five-year in- want to do is to shift the presumption to one that asserts
tervals, and we are going to try now to raise it again. We that a failure to make such trips is dereliction of respon-
shall be consulting with other organizations who might sibility. Legislator who prnfess to have a Soviet policy
help us in various aspects of it, and we call upon all sbordd be derided for their ignorance and dogmatism if
readers to help us, at the least, with their local editorial they have not taken the trouble to make even one such
writers. (See page 9 for a petition that they cnuld use in trip. Ask them this questinn in letters or in public
this effort.) meetings.

Some nrganizatinns can help us, if they wish, in For your use, we have listed (on page 10) the names nf
resisting the cry of “junketing.” Here we need groups Senators who have not made such a trip. And about
like Common Cause that support good government. 80’% of the members of tbe House of Representatives
Others can help arrange such visits in both direction have not also. The chance is overwhelming that one of
here we need help from such organizations as Former (Continued on page 2}

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A MAHI IAN VIEW UF A Ronald Reagan did not go to Leonid Brezhnev’s funeral

HUMAN QUARREL despite the urgings of his Secretary of State. And why Yuri

If a Martian sociologist came to Earth and reviewed the Andropov—who is intensely interested in the West and

U.S.-Soviet arms race, now one-third of a century old, speaks English—has never been here. Whatever else he

what would he find most surprising? It might well be the learned, he would begin to realize that the U.S.-Soviet

starding fact that a majority of the ruling political bodies quarrel is a very human quarrel; Martians would not have

of the two sides have never visited the country of the other. gotten themselves into this fix.

He would see no physical or legal barrier to their doing

so. Substantial number of lesser folk would, in fact, be
seen traveling back and forth from the Western side,

sportsmen, scientists, tourists, etc., and a not incon-
siderable number of Soviet citizens of lower rank.

On the Soviet side, he would see the most intense curiosi-

ty about the West in general, and the U ,S. in particular.
On the U.S. side, he would see Senators giving speech after
speech about Soviet intentions and the Soviet threat. After
the speeches, they would proceed to vote the most enor-
mous expenditures for “defense.” And the Soviet leader-

ship would be overheard doing the same. Why, he would
wonder, have only about 40’YOof the U.S. Senate and only

about 30Y0 of the Soviet Politburo taken the trouble to see
firsthand the source of their anxiety?

He might begin to study the psychological, bureaucratic
and political obstacles to these visits—and their benefits
with regard to ending the arms race and moderating the

quarrel. [n the end, incredible though it may seem, he
might fkd in thk quiet, little-noticed statistic a key to the

dilemma. He might begin to understand why President

An episode in 1969 reveals the depth of the problem. A

(Continued on page 3)

PRESIDENT FORD WRITES FAS
(January 10, 1983)

During my twenty five years in the United States
House of Representatives, I strnngly favnred well-
planned and properly focused Congressional travel by
members of the Senate and Hnuse. Frnm my own per-
sonal experiences nn such committee trips, I benefited
greatly and, as a result, was better able to handle my
legislative responsibilities. One such trip included a visit
to the Soviet Union.

Baaed on the above observations, I believe members
of the United States Congress should visit the Soviet
Union, providing they have an objective of specific in-
formation relating tn their legislative responsibilities,
are fully briefed in advance and are organized to carry
out the purpose of the trip.

Best regards,
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your Senatoca or your Congressman needs this prod-
ding. Write them and give us their response. If YOU
wish, send them a copy of this newsletter.

The case for these trips is made below, hut common
wnse makes it also. If YOU have ever traveled to a
foreign country, you will understand it well. However
you undecatand it, you will share our feeling, we think,
that there is no cheaper, easier, and surer route to inject-
ing more reality into the foreign policy of both super-

powers than to give their leaders a firsthand gfimpse of
the country they most oppose and fear.

So write your legislators, your newspaper and your
favorite groups—on both the left and right of the
po3itical spectrum—and invite them to join with us.
Send us any editorials which you may induce in the local
press. And make any suggestions you may have for us
on ways and means of accomplishing our goal. You are
spendbrg now about $4,000 per American family on
defense each year, and these trips might cost about one-
balf of one cent per family annually—if that. It seems
well worth tbe cost. So, at tbe least, write your local
editorial writer. Tell bim to let our people go.

A MOSCO w Hotel l?oorn

SENATOR STUART SYMINGTON
I agree with all six reasons why Membecs of Congress

should visit that country PROVIDED it is nnt a junkel
trip with famify, excesc staff, etc.

My late father-in-law, United States Senator James
W. Wadsworth of New York, a consecrative
Republican and a great American, wbo wcs consistent}
critical of most Government spending, nevertbeles$
agreed that Members of Congress sbmdd v~lt countries
ia which we were putting billions of doffacs of the tax.
payeca’ money. I afways agreed with that; and now, in
this nuclear age, we have additional problems tha{
should be discussed with tbe Soviet Union.

I have always felt that an interchange of people, no!
just Government people, could well prevent the incretw
ing possibility of a holocaust. As Mr. Churchill onc(
said, “Jaw, not war.”

Choirmm: FRANK VON f+rPPEL

Vice Chairman: JOHN HOLIXEN
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FORMER SENATORS COMMENT ON SENATORIAL VISITS

Sanator Wendell R. Anderson: “Should be strongly and improve opportunities for negotiations and under-
enconraged”; they shoald be “required for service on standing. ”
certain committees. ” Senator Jacob Javits: Endorsed emphatically all

Senator J. Glenn BeaR: “Visits very useful”; we need reasons provided on the questionnaire for such visits.
to “develop outside encouragement for Senators to Senator Eugene J. McCarthy: Best way tn encourage
make the trips. ” the visits was to “change attitudes”; junketing and fear

Senator James Buckley: The best way to encourage of association with communism were the main pro-
these visits is “to make sure there would be oppor- blems.
tunities to speak to dissidents and others outside tbe Senator Gale McGee: Tbe Administration should
Governmental structure, as well as to speak to sponsor more such trips as official missions; the Senate
officials. ” should officially spnnsor more; it was “time for

Senator Frank Church: Commended FAS efforts as Senators to lead public opinion rather than cringe from
a “worthy initiative” and thought fear of association it. ”
with communism and lack of an opportunity to be the Senator George McGovern: The visits could best be
main reason why these visits do not take place. encouraged “by having those wbo have been to the.

Senator Joseph Clark: Best way to encourage the Soviet Union speak and write about tbe value of their
visits is through Ieaderahip at the executive branch experience. ”
level; problem is also lack of interest by Senators and iu- Senator Frank E. Moss: “1 believe in maximum in-
security in the Executive Branch as weff as junketing, terrelations.”
etc. Senator A dlai E. Stevenson: Such visits might be en-

Senator Richard Clark: “Obviously it would be ad- couraged by “sponsorship by prominent business and
vantageous to get a firsthand view and to talk with a farm associations to discuss trade issues with Soviet
variety of Soviets (but) I could make only w many trips cooperation and the chance to tour USSR off the
without being accused of junketing and I was Chairman ‘beaten track’”
of the African sub-committee.” Senator John Tunney: (who has made many such

Senator Robert P. Griffin: Tbe best method of ers- tr’ips to the Soviet Union since his retirement but who
couragement would be to “get the media to be half-way bad not been there during his Senate service or before)
fair and objective. There is little or no recognition by he answered, “Oh, absolutely,” when asked whether it
the media that such visits are useful and important.” would have helped him in bis Senate work to have gone

Senator Harold Hughes: “1 believe that personal earfier.

contact and discussions with Soviets will reduce tensions

(Continued from page 3) representative government and came back a partisan of
State Committee for Cultural Relations with Foreign Coum constitutions.” His deeu understanding of the differences
tries accused the United States and other Western countries
of regarding the exchange program as a ‘Trojan Horse’
whose stomach could be filled with anti-Soviet material. ”

What, the Martian might wonder, wouid have been the
effects if the visits had taken place? Here the evidence is
clear and consistent. And, in retrospect, at least to a
sociologist, the consistency is not surprising. The two
societies are sufficiently different that the only slightly
vmying political and social perspectives of foreign
observers from a specific country are irrelevant to their
conclusions. He would find first that:

. Americans of Iiberal and left inclinations are typicaIly
turned off, disillusioned, or discouraged to see the intellec-
tual suffocation of Russian life. Western observers feel

themselves “in a profoundly different and strange civiliza-
tion,” as one U.S. Ambassador put it.

● At the same time, observers from those political
circles most concerned about Russian strength have seen,
immediately, both the internal weaknesses aud the fear of

war w h]ch so dramatically characterize that civilization.
No one returns from Russia thinking the Russians are “ten
feet tall.”

For example, in 1839, DeCustine’s reaction was simple.
He said he went to Russia “to find arguments against

between Western and R_ussian civilizati& was summed up
in his statement: “I do not blame the Russiaus for being
what they are, I blame them for pretending to be what we

are. ”
In 1937, the French sympathizer with the Soviet revolu-

tion, Andre Gide, returued to observe that “Three years
ago I declared my admiration, my love for the USSR.” But
he returned complaining that “in the USSR, everybody
knows beforehand, once and for all, that on any aud every
subject there can be only one opinion.. .“

In ]948, a Soviet bureaucrat with whom John Steinbeck
bad to deal was quoted as saying:

“We are very tired of people who come here and are
(Continued on Daze 5,.-

A NEGATIVE VIEW
Senator Thomas J. McIntyre: “had no interest in go-

ing”; “from all reports tripa to the Soviet Union were
not particularly pleasant or fssritful. A closed suciety. I
have listened to their ‘parliamentarians’ at meetings
outside Russia-just full of propaganda. I never heard a
Senator who had visited say or report anything par-
ticularly interesting or helpful to understanding,”
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(Continued from page 5)

Soviet internal problems and the very low standard of liv-
ing. Until the occasion arises to focus on it, perhaps on an

arriving plane, many American politicians will not be con-
scious of the fact that there aremany different ethnic and
linguistic groups in Russia still imperfectly assimilated;

that the ethnic Russians feel besieged by Asiatic birthrates

(in their own country); that cars per capita are 50 years
behind our own; that outhouses are the way of life in rural
areas, and so on. Only then do they begin to realize why
Russian visitors here refuse to believe that Watts in Los
Angeles is being shown them as an example of a poor area
(“Blacked rivingcars! Slum dwellers living in individual

houses!”)
Once, testifying before a Senate Foreign Relations Com-

mittee, a Senator asked me rhetorically and with some
asperity: “Andhavew eeverattackedt heSovietUnion?”
The point was clear—why should they fear us? He was
startled at the response. Indeed, we had attacked the Soviet
Union and they remembered it so clearly that they had a
museum in Moscow devoted to showing young Soviet
citizens how badly the West in general, and the U.S. in par-
ticular, had wanted to “strangle Bolshevism in its cradle. ”
The Senator, like most Americans, had completely forgot-
ten, or more likely never learned, that an Allied Expedi-
tionary Force had invaded Russia in 1917 as part of an ef-
fort to keep Russia in World War 1. The Russians had not
forgotten.

There is also a human side to meeting of which, of
course, diplomats are well aware. Yuri Andropov is said to
have interrupted an ideological argument with an Austrian
diplomat by saying:

“Look, 1 am a Communist. You represent the opposite
world view, but that does not prevent us from understand-
ing each other on a human level. ”

And Lcunid Brezhnev is said to have advised the Polit-
buro, after meeting Zbigniew Brzezinski, that “Brzezinski
is not such a bad guy, after all. ” These human attitudes

toward separating personalities from politics and the
tendencies for humans to find unexpected respect or ap-
preciation upon personal meetings are too universal to re-
quire emphasis. But with regard to the U.S.-Soviet arms
race, they do appear to have been forgotten.

The Rxtent of Senators’ Travel to Russia
If our Martian sociologist turned to “counting,” he

would see the following revealiig statistics about
Senatorial travel. During the last quarter century of arms
race, after Russia was open to travel in 1956, there have
been about 95 Senatorial visits or an average of four a

year. (During this period, the Senate has had 284 different
members.) But, because of fear of travel without col-
leagues, more than half of these visits (57 of them) arose

out of 8 group visits that averaged seven Senators each.
Typically, they were going to interparliamentary con-
ferences in Moscow or somewhere in that direction (e.g.,
New Delhi).

Our Martian would see that leading Presidential can-
didates from the Senate would normally feel it incumbent
upon themselves to be photographed touring Moscow at
four-year intervals. Senator Hubert Humphrey visited

twice, as dld Senator Edward Kennedy, Senator Edmund ~

Muskie, and Senator Walter Mondale. Moscow is on the
campaign trail.

But if one subtracts visits by political aspirants, SALT II
treaty investigations, and interparliamentary union visits,
there were only about 25 Senators in the last 25 years who
took the trouble just to go and look around. And, of
course, the group visits are much more controlled, and
lend themselves much less to getting a feel for how the

Soviet Union operates. During this period perhaps 30 to 60
Senators would go to Western Europe each year. Usually
more travel to the Caribbean or the Far East than to the
Soviet Union. And in the 8 years after China opened UP,
there were 57 Senatorial visits to the People’s Republic of
China.

As to which Senators go, there is a bias in favor of
liberal rather than conservative Senators. In ]977, the
Federation analyzed the voting records of the 40 Senators
who had been to the Soviet Union at that time, and who
were still in the Senate. Using votes on such issues as the
B-1 bomber, the confirmation of Paul C. Warnke as SALT

negotiator, and the Jackson resolution on missile parity,
we concluded that:

55qo of the 33 Senators voting dovishly all of the time had
(Continued on page 7)
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Chess On Deck

(Continued from page 7)
On the positive side, the Martian would see that, for

most of the time, the Soviet side is engaged in a peace of-
fensive. It is they who protest, at all meetings, that they
want peace and better relations. (It is the Western
statesmen who constantly profess skepticism.) And with
this in mind, it should be possible to arrange ways and
means in which Soviet statesmen accept invitations to the
West.

One approach the Martian might come up with, consist-
ent with human and political logic, is for the United States
to insist that, for example, one Politburo member or can-

didate member visit the United States for each four
Senators who visit the Soviet Union. Then Senators could
claim that their trips were busily prying Soviet leaders into
the light of Western day. Some insistence on reciprocity y
would, perhaps, make everyone happy. Nothing for noth-
ing is a human approach even if humans want the trips
anyway.

What effect would it have on the Politburo? One might
venture to predict that exposure to America would lead

them to like us better and fear us more. For one thing the
freedom we represent is, after all, when seen up close, at-
tractive the world round; it represents, in fact the great
revolutionary force which Soviet communism would like
to be but is not. And, at the same time, face-to-face con-
tact with the extent and depth of American wealth and
technology can hardly fail but give the Soviet leaders
pause.

In any case, with lower-level Soviet officials, we do have
some information. A buok-length analysis by Morton
Schwartz on the perceptions of Soviet mnericanologists
suggests a number of favorable conclusions. These
“America watchers” have grown in their “tolerance of
ambiguit y“ with ever greater familiarity with the

American scene and have learned that White House policy
is, “in some measure, open to influency.” They have
developed, moreover, “a particularly acute appreciation

of the advantages which a relaxed international at-
mosphere holds for Soviet diplomacy. ”

Moreover, as one researcher in human psychology
(Franklin Griffiths) concluded, “the more perceptive an
individual’s stated view of the adversary, the less hostile
his apparent feelings toward it, the more he was inclined to
urge policies of conflict limitation and agreement”; so
knowledge has a tranquilizing effect.

Red Square

Times Are Changing
On both sides, times are changing and new attitudes are

emerging. In 1978, Senator Sam Nutm came back from a
meeting to Moscow and said:

“I believe that meetings between leaders of the executive
and Ieaidative branches of our countries on a regular busis
can help both nations understand each other better. I hope
that these meetings can be expanded to include direct, in-
formal conversations between top military officials and top
intelligence officials (sic) of the U.S. and USSR. ”

Now the top intelligence official of the Soviet Union has
secured its top political office and he may well feei the
same way—with these reports of his strong interest in
Western culture, and for other reasons.

Letting some fresh air into the U.S.-Soviet quarrel may
not cure all that afflcts it. But the history of that quarrel
and the grotesque excesses of the arms race suggest that
without new perspectives, nothing can be fixed.

—Jeremy J. Stone

Moscow University
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PETITION POINTS FOR PETITION CIRCULATORS

The petition at issue can be justified in myriad ways to myriad points on the political spectrum; do not hesitate to secure
your support from all points of view. Arguments that can be used include:

For thefar right: Exposure of Soviet and U.S. leaders to the other Nation can only have a useful effect on the Soviet regime

since it thrives on secrecy and on maintaining ignorance (even among its Ieadersh]p) about the West. Exposure of American
leaders to the Soviet Union wilJ show them the weaknesses of the Soviet system. The Soviet leadership will not dare to
engage in their reciprocal visits and we should therefore challenge them to do so.

Forpeuceniks: Peace will not come about unless and until the two sides know each other far better than they do now. It is a

sign of the human condition that an arms race can go forward for a third of a century with a majorit y of the politicaJ leader-
ship of the two sides not taking the trouble even to see what they are talking about.

For conservatives: Exposure of Westerners to the Soviet Union (and Russia before it) has always had a disillusioning effect

upon the West in general and liberals in particular. It will be entirely healthy to have American leaders see how Russia is
run, with its suffocating intellectual atmosphere, badly run economy, and characteristic readiness to assert when necessary
that white is black to sustain an argument. Few Americans will trust the Soviet Union more after visiting it.

For /ibera/s: The know-nothing attack of the anti-junketing crowd must not be allowed to blind America’s leaders to the
reality that the Soviet Union is not spend]ng all of its time planning a nuclear attack upon us; the Soviet Union has problems

of its own and is populated by human beings, not ciphers. A key to the endless proliferation of nuclear warheads is some
non-stereotypic reasoning by American (and Soviet) politicians. Only firsthand experience can provide it. Soviet fear of war
and economic problems will tranquilize the right as it has always done.

Senators who have not been to the Soviet Union: (58)

Abner, James
Andrews, Mark
Armstrong, William
Baucus, Max
B1ngam, Jeff
Bentsen, Lloyd
Boschwitz, Rudolph
Chaffee, John
Chiles, Lawton
Cochran, Thad
Cohen, William
D’Amato, Al fonse
Denton, Jeremiah
Dixon, Alsn
Dodd, Christopher
Durenberger, David
East, John
Exon, J. James
Ford, Wendell
Goldwater, BacrY
Gorton, Slade
Hatch, Orrin
Hawkins, Paula
Hecht, Chic
Heflin, Howell
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LACK OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN
UNITED STATES AND

SOVIET OFFICIALS

I think that one of the basic difficulties that we are
having with the Soviet Union, and have had over the
yeara, is the lack of understanding of tbe United Statea
on the part of Soviet officials. Very few of them have
traveled in the West.

I also found, if 1 may say so, some lack of knowledge

on the part of some officials on this side that has also
contributed to our difficulties. So that I heartily
welcome the idea that more elected American officials
in American life should go to the Soviet Union, par-
ticularly with their wives, and see the country firsthand.
They won’t learn everything but will get an impression
which will be useful, and if we can induce the Soviets to
send some of their officials in return I think it would be
extremely desirable.

—W. Averell Harriman, 2/6/70
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Union. He returned deeply troubled and said:
Good and bad alike are to be found therq the best

and the worst.
He was not the first. In 1939, a contemporary of De

Tocqueville, Nicholas de Custine, produced an extraor-
dinary report on his visit to Russia. His insight into Rm.
sian character is as valuable as De Tocqueville’s analysis of

our own. De Custine reported that he went to Russia “in
search of arguments against representative government”

but returned a “partisan of constitutions.” These
observers were far more sympathetic to what they set out
to see than our political leadership would be.

Our political leadership cannot be fooled. it is true that
the Soviet leadership, and Soviet society both~ will try to

show visitors only the best, much as a homewife imists
upon tidying up the home before guests are received.

And of course, for traditional social and political
reasons, the Soviet Union wants to make the best possible
impression on foreign visitors. But this makes no impor.

tant difference. Many differences between American and
Soviet ways of life are so visible that they cannot be hidden
from the traveler for even 30 minutes, much less 2 weeks.

It is not only the political left that is traditionally disilhr-
sioned by contact with the Soviet Union. The far right will
also be startled. The Soviet Union is far behind us in living
standards. They will see that the Soviets are not 10 feet tall.

There is much etidence that the more conservative the

American politicians are, in economic and political
philosophy, the more favorably impressed they are likely

to be by the Soviet Union.
In other words, some of our political leaders with exag.

gerated stereotypes will lose them. This is not brain-
washing. This is broadening. This is education. People
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often fear and often they idnlize what they do not know.

That is what Dr. Harold Lasswell memt when he said:
“Saintsand devils thrive on distance.>’

My proposal that we arm ourse~ves with information, is
something we ought todo in our own interest. We should
do it regardless of the Soviet response. But obviously, it is
just as important for Soviet officials to see nur country as
it is for us to see theirs. We should not forget that only one
group in the world has the power to destroy uk and this is
the riding group in the U.S.S.R. Whether we communicate
well with that group could, quite literally, determine

whether we and they survive.
The best way to improve such communication is to

remove Soviet stereotypes about us and permit this group
ofleaders toseeusas we are. Unimportant study, entitled

“HowtheS ovietSystem Works, ” lists typical Soviet npi.
nionsand the effect of contact with the West onthoseopi-
nions. Soviet citizens thought Am-:icans were aggressive

and bent on world domination. But contact with the West
decreased the force of that belief. Soviet citizens respected

America for its technology and its material power; contact
with the West reinforced this view. Soviet citizens thought

capitalism was decadent, surviving only by exploitation of
workers, and the artificial stimulation of armament pro-
duction. This notion has been pretty well destroyed by con-
tact with the West. Finally, our standard of “living was
underestimated. The magnitudes of difference that didex-
ist surprised Soviet citizens who came here,

But perhaps most important of the impressions that
visits to America will leave in the minds of Soviet officials
is the impression that an arms race with a country so rich is

so futile. This alone is reason enough for the passage of
this bill.
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